TESLA and ANTI-GRAVITY RESEARCH
THE ANTI-GRAVITY HANDBOOK, Edited by David Hatcher Childress, with Arthur C.
Clarke, Nikola Tesla, T.B. Paulicki, Bruce Cathie, Leonard G. Cramp and Albert
Einstein. The new expanded compilation of material on Anti-Gravity, Free Energy, Flying
Saucer Propulsion, UFOs, Suppressed Technology, NASA Cover-ups and more. Highly
illustrated with patents, technical illustrations and photos. This revised and expanded
edition has more material, including photos of Area 51 in Nevada, the government's
secret testing facility. This classic on weird science is back and updated! Topics include
how to build a flying saucer, Arthur C. Clarke on Anti-Gravity, crystals and their role in
levitation, secret government research and development, Nikola Tesla on how antigravity airships could draw power from the atmosphere, Bruce Cathie's Anti-Gravity
Equation, NASA, the Moon and Anti-Gravity, and more.
ANTI-GRAVITY & THE WORLD GRID,
Edited by David Hatcher Childress. Is the earth surrounded by an intricate
electromagnetic grid network offering free energy? This compilation of material on ley
lines and world power points contains chapters on the geography, mathematics, and light
harmonics of the earth grid. Learn the purpose of ley lines and ancient megalithic
structures located on the grid. Discover how the grid made the Philadelphia Experiment
possible. Explore the Coral Castle and many other mysteries including acoustic
levitation, Tesla shields, and scalar wave weaponry. Sections on anti-gravity patents, and
research resources.
ANTI-GRAVITY & THE UNIFIED FIELD,
Edited by David Hatcher Childress. Is Einstein's unified field theory the answer to all of
our energy problems? Explored in this compilation of material is how gravity, electricity
and magnetism manifest from a unified field around us. Topics include secrets of UFO
propulsion, free energy, Nikola Tesla and anti-gravity airships of the 20's and 30's,
flying saucers as superconducting whirls of plasma, anti-mass generators, vortex
propulsion, suppressed technology, government cover-ups, gravity pulse drive, and more.
THE TIME TRAVEL HANDBOOK:
A Manual of Practical Teleportation & Time Travel, edited by David Hatcher Childress.
In the tradition of The Anti-Gravity Handbook and The Free-Energy Device Handbook,
science and UFO author David Hatcher Childress takes us into the weird world of time
travel and teleportation. Not just a whacked-out look at science fiction, this book is an
authoritative chronicling of real-life time travel experiments, teleportation devices and
more. This book takes the reader deep into the uncharted territory of early time travelers
such as Nikola Tesla and Guglielmo Marconi and their alleged time travel
experiments, as well as the Wilson Brothers of EMI and their connection to the
Philadelphia Experiment the U.S. Navy's forays into invisibility, time travel, and
teleportation. He also looks into claims of time travelling individuals and investigates the

claim that the pyramids on Mars were built in the future and sent back in time. A highly
visual, large format book, with patents, photos and schematics. Be the first on your block
to build your own time travel device!

